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About This Game

Anarcy Arcade is a shortcut launcher, just like your regular desktop. It replaces your 2D wallpaper image with a 3D world,
and replaces your 2D shortcut icons with 3D objects.

It transforms our PCs into 3D metaverses that we can explore with our friends while still getting work done. Performance is
always put first. It will not lag your games down.
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Use AArcade as your everyday desktop, or use it to manage your massive game, movie, or image collection and share
with your friends.

Menu-less Browsing

AArcade is a "game between games" where you walk up to what you want and click LAUNCH. No more down-time between
games!

Customize

Easily spawn in new shortcuts or props, modify their properties, and build your dream arcade!

Full Version Games & Apps

AArcade launches ANYTHING that you can run on your PC and runs them at full quality & speed. You'll NEVER have to
choose between AArcade or running your games well.

Addons & Modding

Use the maps & models from over 30 of your favorite Source engine games as your 3D desktops! Over 50,000 compatible maps
and many thousands of compatible props!

Steam Workshop

Share your customizations or your creations with the rest of the community with AArcade's BUILT-IN workshop publishing
tool! Well over 1,000 items already shared!

Explore

Discover how deep each rabbit hole goes when exploring the massive creations of other players, past & present.

Multiplayer

Host any one of your 3D desktops in multiplayer mode. Watch videos with your friends, give tours of your collection, or just
hang out on your desktop! (Note that port 27015 must be open to host a public server.)

Virtual Reality (OPTIONAL)
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Truly experience the metaverse in 3D using your Oculus Rift, HTC Vive, or other VR devices. The tidal wave of the future is
about to hit!

Be Productive

AArcade lets you use your Start menu, alt+tab, use your favorite programs, etc. The things you launch open right on top of
AArcade, just as if it was your desktop wallpaper image.

Sleep Mode

When it needs to, AArcade goes into a deep sleep mode where it releases all of its textures, 3D models, etc. so that your PC is
free to run what matters most: the stuff you launch.

Steam Stats & Achievements

Compare the size & stats of your collections with your friends. Earn achievements for reaching milestones, and for ever leave
your mark on a map by being the 1st person to load it up in AArcade!

Free & Indie

AArcade is 100% free and developed by just 1 guy. It does NOT have built-in ads and is not a corporate attempt to sell you
junk. It is made specifically to enhance your PC experience.

Features

Supports the Oculus Rift for a virtual reality experience!
Works with Steam games, non-Steam games, movies, YouTube videos, pictures, websites, etc.
Launches your files & programs. just like normal!
Instantly ALT+Tab to switch between programs.
Goes into sleep mode while you play other games. (Doesn't lag you down!)
Emulators are supported! (But not included.)
Automatically finds YouTube trailers and HD boxart to use on 3D shortcuts.
Does not interfere with Windows or your normal computer use.
Anarchy Arcade does NOT come bundled with any additional games or movies. It simply is a fun & entertaining way to
access your personal media collection and share the experience with your friends.

Merging Reality with Virtual Reality

Anarchy Arcade lets you spawn real-life games, movies, pictures, and other media (directly from your PC or the internet) into
the virtual world. In the screenshots here on the Steam Store page, we have labeled these real-life media items with a

[CENSORED] sticker so you can easily see them. Just imagine your favorite stuff under those stickers.
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Title: Anarchy Arcade
Genre: Casual, Free to Play, Indie, Early Access
Developer:
Elijah Newman-Gomez
Publisher:
Elijah Newman-Gomez
Release Date: 3 Sep, 2014
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anarchy arcade gameplay. anarchy arcade how to spawn props. anarchy arcade. anarchy arcade pinball. anarchy arcade redux
tutorial. anarchy arcade how to add steam games. anarchy arcade controls. anarchy arcade props. anarchy arcade redux controls.
anarchy arcade vr. anarchy arcade maps. anarchy arcade tutorial. anarchy arcade how to play games. anarchy arcade discord.
anarchy arcade libretro. anarchy arcade news. anarchy arcade workshop. anarchy arcade twitch. anarchy arcade emulator.
anarchy arcade redux. anarchy arcade how to spawn cabinets. anarchy arcade download. anarchy arcade full screen. anarchy
arcade spawn props. anarchy arcade review. anarchy arcade steam. anarchy arcade multiplayer

Extremely buggy and ugly out-of-the-box. I guess, I could grind through the forums to get help and updated visuals, but the
program crashes so often, I couldn't even decide that the bare concept even interests me or not. Thank god, it's free, so it's a
painless pass.. Doesn't really work anymore. It has a cool concept though, I would like to see it updated.. 1 hat poleese. thought i
could watch vids w\/ ma friends online like in a cinema... turbed out that you cant share your stuff and you cant watch website
videos in the tvscreens full screen... it just putsit in fulscreen on your pc. metaverses are useless, cant host private server anyone
can \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665up... floating heads are the player modell and once
you walk into a player none of you can move untill you reconnect. its like having friends over
your worried if they're going to question your choices. worst arcade game out on the market. Of the three hours I played the
game, I did enjoy it.
I personally enjoy lore and reading about backstory\/origins and this game has a fair amount of it, so I'd highly suggest buying
this if you enjoy a mix of story and survival.

It is still early access at this moment so there is a few bugs, I can name one off the top of my head being that text will sometimes
overlap in places however this doesn't impact on reading to much as the pieces of backstory you can find are saved to a section
in the main menu to what you've unlocked. If I had one complaint it would be that there is not enough lights in some places.
Such as bedrooms,basements,attics,closets as well as there not being time to react to a monster. If I had to score it gets 5 out of a
complete 4. it's good pick a copy up for your pal and synch into the coop! Tons of hours of repeatability with it..
YYYYYYYYYYYYYYYYYYYYYYYYYYYYYYYYYYYYAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA
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I just tried the new version, and I didn't have to do anything now! I had lots of fun decorating my arcade with my own Steam
games and emulators. It's really fun, and I wish I actually got into the game before writing my past review.. CRAP CRAP CRAP
THIS IS PURE BS DON'T WASTE 4GB AND 46 MIN OF YOUR DEGEN LIFES LIKE ME PLISS DON'T EVWEN
BOTHER WITH THIS PURE\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665. This game sucks if you download it you have a disablity..
needs alot of work but i think it will eventually be good if they keep woking on it.. No updates, ugly looking, bad UI. I get that
it's free but still not much of a point to it.. Populate your favorite maps with your favorites things.

Steam Stats & Achievements - Client Update 10/27/2018:
Today's update adds Steam Stats & Steam Achievements to AArcade. You can see the next achievements you are closest to
earning on the Main Menu.

You can also click the (I) icon to view ALL your Steam Stats & Achievements.

Party on!

Change Log:. Wizards, Cabinets, & More - Client Update 5/12/2019:
Hello! Today's update adds in some new cabinets & props, some fun new commands, improves support for local MP3 files, and
adds support for Steam Friend invites.

To showcase the new assets, I made a short YouTube video:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=v-PR0LTa1Ns

Slim, Starfighter, Omni's, Holo's. Lists & Playlists - Client Update 12/22/2018:
Merry Christmas ya'll! Today's update is all about lists. Your favorites list has now been expanded so that you can have as many
different favorites lists as you want. The menu for accessing your favorites has also improved:

[i.gyazo.com]
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There's also a new YouTube panel in your Settings menu with various ways that you can customize your in-game YouTube
experience.

Have a great Christmas, and party on, dudes!

YouTube Playlists Behavior. Attract Camera - Client Update 12/6/2018:
Hello everyone! Today's update includes something called Attract Camera. Press E to select a cabinet, such as a video tablet,
and the camera will go into attract camera mode and be animated.

You can use the new select_next and select_prev console commands to cycle between games without leaving attract camera
mode.

Only about half of the cabinets support attract camera mode right now, but the rest will soon have support added for them as
well.

Party on! 

Change Log. Screenshot Portals & Framework Upgrades - Client Update 1/31/2019:
Greetings. Today's update improves the ability to spawn screenshots as teleportals to other worlds, or to jump around
within the same world. So be sure to hit F5 and take lots of pictures if you want to warp around to them!

I gave AArcade's internal embedded framework systems an overhaul, greatly improving its performance in many
scenarios. You'll also notice on-screen video stats when in developer mode now.

Some other note worthy improvements are key stroke repeating and responsive mouse cursors, as well as an improved
Tab & Favorites menu.

Party on!

Change Log. New AArcade Trailer:
Need some help getting your friends hyped about AArcade? With the help of some community members, I have put
together a good 1 minute trailer that showcases the gist of AArcade:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=QOsd53I-z-4
Big shout out to Wolvereign for providing the narrator voice over.

I'll catch you all in Discord, Twitch, or the next news post. Party on! . Special Fx - Client Update 1/10/2019:
Today's update adds some flashy light show & particle fx along with a slew of bug fixes & some requested features.
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I meticulously hand-crafted these new props to go along with the new special fx that each one provides. Allow me to tell
you about each one...

Lights That Dance
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